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Crossroads Centre, a non-Indigenous led organization, respectfully acknowledges
that it is built on unceded land of the Anishinabeg people that extends 640
kilometers around the Lake Superior shoreline from Batchewana Bay to Pigeon
River and north through the Lake Superior watershed. We are located on the
traditional lands of the Fort William First Nation, Signatory to the Robinson
Superior Treaty of 1850.  We also recognize the contributions made to our
community by the Metis people. 

Crossroads Centre is committed to relationships with First Nations based on
respect, reciprocity, and collaboration in the true spirit of reconciliation. We
recognize our employees and clients come from other traditional territories across
Turtle Island and it is the responsibility of the organization to provide cultural
resources and promote cultural participation as part of recovery.  

Crossroads Centre is committed to ongoing staff training, hiring Indigenous staff,
and advocating for our clients to uphold the findings of the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission and to create an inviting and culturally diverse
environment for recovery.  We make this acknowledgement as one of the many
steps to fulfill our responsibility to look critically at colonial histories and their
implications today as we pay respect to First Nations and the land.

Land Acknowledgement
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Our Cover Page
 The artwork on the cover of this year's report is a piece created for Crossroads

Centre by Christian Morriseau called "Going Home for Healing".   Christian was
born in December 1969 and raised in Red Lake.  He currently lives between
Thunder Bay and Keewaywin First Nation.  Christian paints in the the Woodland
style, developed by his father Norval.  

"I speak as one son, an artist, and an Ojibwe.  I am a born artist. This is not by
accident.  I work with and out of Anishnabe myths that have become the mark of
the Woodland School of Art.  I have had to contend with the terrible strength of
my father's vision.  Art was revelation of the Ojibwe history, Art was getting ready
for bed.  I didn't name it.  I just knew it.."

Christain Morriseau

** the images throughout the report are a
selection of the quilts donated by the
Thunder Bay Quilters' Guild



Message from the Board Chair & Executive Director
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 The theme of this year’s report is “A Year of Change and Resilience” in

recognition of the changes Crossroads Centre has experienced and in celebration

of the incredible achievements, shared dedication and resilience of the Board,

staff, and clients throughout the past year. Change brings opportunity and, in

turn, opportunity can lead to growth. Crossroads has embraced change and

taken the opportunities offered to grow and flourish.

The Covid pandemic continued to impact the services we provided and the

number of clients we were able to serve. Following the ever-changing directives

of the Government and Public Health, Crossroads adapted our programs and

procedures to ensure everyone remained safe and continued to receive the best

services possible.  Our team remained caring, compassionate, empathetic, and

joyful throughout an often difficult and exhausting year, willingly forfeiting

opportunities to gather with family and friends to ensure Crossroads remained a

healthy space for our clients.  We are incredibly proud of the staff and volunteer

Board of Crossroads Centre for their dedication and steadfast resilience

throughout this past year.

Crossroads Centre continues to be an active partner in our community and is

now also a signatory to the newly established City & District of Thunder Bay

Ontario Health Team.  Crossroads Centre continues to advocate for additional

addiction & mental health services. With changing political climates, funding for

much needed addiction & mental health programs and supports, affordable

housing, and basic income support for those in need is in danger. Crossroads will

continue advocating for the development of an accessible and equitable system

where recovery is available to all.

Thank You to the members of The Thunder Bay Quilters' Guild who donated

beautiful Comfort Quilts to bring a sense of home to our client’s rooms.  Thank

You to the many community members and families whose generous donations

allowed Crossroads to provide resources and equipment to support our clients’

physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual health and well-being in recovery. 



 Thank You to the Ontario Trillium Foundation who, through the Resilient

Communities Fund, provided Crossroads Centre with funds to purchase three

treadmills, an elliptical machine and two Bowflex Home Gym machines. Physical

health is a key component of recovery and mental health, and this new equipment

will allow our clients to build healthy bodies, develop new coping skills, and learn

about the connection between body, mind, and spirit. 

Crossroads Centre is grateful for the additional base funding provided by the

Ministry of Health, through the Roadmap to Wellness initiative that enabled us to

add an additional Recovery Facilitator (RF) and an Intake Coordinator to the team.

These additional front-line staff will greatly enhance the services we provide.

In January, Nicole Spivak, our previous Executive Director left Crossroads Centre. 

 The Board, staff, and clients gratefully acknowledge Nicole’s dedication, passion,

creativity, and commitment throughout her years as our Executive Director. 

 Crossroads Centre would not be the agency it is today without Nicole’s influence.

 

The individuals we serve are the reason Crossroads Centre exists and we

acknowledge the individuals who chose Crossroads Centre as part of their recovery

journey. Stepping into recovery is an act of courage and faith.  Recovery is often

terrifying, lonely, and incredibly hard. Each day we see extraordinary moments of

frustration, sorrow, confusion, and joy.  We witness clients supporting each other

and building life-long friendships. We see the strength, courage, and resilience our

clients summon daily as they transition from addiction to recovery.   

Crossroads Centre is a safe place that allows change and opportunity. This is the

work we do at Crossroads Centre.

Lorne Kellar                                                                                                 Jan Adams

Board Chair                                                                                                 Executive Director

resilient
/re'zilyant/ a.

the
ability to be knocked down by the
hardships of life and come back at least
as strong as before.  being able to change
course, emotionally heal, and continue
moving towards your goal. 
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Board of Directors 2022

Chair                                                                              Vice Chair                                                              

Lorne Kellar                                                           Serena Dykstra                                                         

                                                                      

Past Chair                                                                    Secretary/Treasurer

                                                                                 Dawna Perry

Directors

Donna Simon 

Derek Martens

Gilles Tellier

Jack Cleverdon

Vision:
Crossroads, where re-connection and self-discovery meet.

Mission:
To lead the way in abstinence-based recovery through connection, wellness and

empowerment.

Values:
Care

Accountability

Resilience

Excellence
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Recovery doesn't mean my
problems go away...

 
...it just means I have the tools to

deal with them.



Program Highlights June 2021 - May 2022

Enhancing partnerships to deliver coordinated addiction and mental health
services
Encourage connection, personal growth, safety and wellness in recovery
To be a leader in recovery services that are evidence informed and sensitive
to the diverse needs of the individuals we serve

Client Services:

The global Covid Pandemic impacted Crossroads throughout the year.  As

ministry mandates changed, Crossroads changed our policies and procedures

to ensure everyone stayed safe.  The team maintained positive attitudes to

support our clients through this often isolating time.  As the year passed, and

the mandates were lifted, clients gradually began to attend recovery meetings

in the community, have family members visit on site, go to the gym and

participate in daily activities with family and friends.  Throughout these

changes, our team remained focused on supporting our clients and providing

programming to empower them to develop recovery skills.   We were all

challenged at times over the past year, to accept what was outside our control

and to change what we had agency over.  Staff continued to offer transition

supports for recent graduates of the program through virtual visits.  

Crossroads maintained partnerships in order to reduce barriers for the

populations we serve participating in many diverse virtual community

meetings ranging from infection control information sessions to Ontario Health

team development meetings.  Crossroads was a partner in the proposal for

additional crisis beds in Thunder Bay, dedicating four beds for pre-treatment

services.  Funding attached to this initiative will enhance our ability to provide

transportation for clients.   This initiative enhances our network with

community partners and will reduce barriers for clients seeking treatment and

recovery services. 

Feedback from the annual Ontario Perception of Care (OPOC) tool provided

valuable insights regarding what we are doing well and where we can improve.  

This feedback is being used to guide areas of focus for the coming year. 
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Investing in our employees through resources, training and tools to enhance
their skills and experience to provide the highest quality of care

Staffing & Stability:

Maintaining the emotional and physical health or our team members remained a

priority through this year as the global pandemic continued to impact work and

daily life.  Ensuring access to PPE, training and COVID-19 vaccinations continued to

be a priority.  Equally important was supporting staff to maintain emotional

health and work-life balance during this unprecedented time.  Crossroads offered

staff debriefing sessions,  changed staffing levels & schedules as needed and

encouraged the team to take time for self-care.  

Crossroads was able to secure new base funding through the Ontario Health

Roadmap to Wellness initiative.  This funding allowed Crossroads to hire an

additional Intake Coordinator and a Recovery Facilitator.  These additional staff

are a welcome addition to the team, bringing a wealth of knowledge & skills,

enabling Crossroads to provide enhanced services from first contact, through

application & intake to admission & transition. 

Team members attended numerous online webinars, trainings, workshops and

conferences with six staff completing SMART (Self-Management and Recovery

Training) certification.  

Crossroads continues to advocate for enhanced salaries for all staff as we remain

substantially below the compensation offered at other addiction services.   As a

result, staff retention continues to be an issue for Crossroads. 

Crossroads experienced significant leadership changes this year, and the team

was grateful for the support and leadership of the Board through these transitions.  

Katrina Cecon is now the Program Manager and Jan Adams has taken over as

Executive Director.  Crossroads is stepping into a new era of growth and Katrina

and Jan bring a wealth of experience and knowledge to the leadership team. 
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Enhance client outcomes through the development, implementation and

evaluation of quality indicators

Enhance capacity for continuous quality improvement through data and

performance measures

Explore collaborative opportunities with other Health Service Providers and

actively contribute to sustainable healthcare transformation

Quality Improvement & Risk Management:

Crossroads is continually working to improve services and reduce risks.  Much of

the focus this year related to ensuring staff and client safety related to the

pandemic while maintaining a high level of service.  

Risk registries were completed on two events relating to positive Covid rapid test

results on-site and changes were implemented to reduce further risks. 

Risk registries have been used to guide changes to the admission process and

documentation protocols.  We used feedback from staff and clients to streamline

our protocols and will continue ongoing evaluation throughout the year. 

Crossroads is a signatory to the City and District of Thunder Bay Ontario Health

(OH) Team and one of the goals is to have a collaborative Health & Human

Resources (HHR) portal allowing for data collection relating to gaps in service,

wage parity and staffing needs.  

Crossroads is participating in the onboarding of a provincial digital and data

initiative (DDI) through Ontario Health’s Mental Health and Addictions Centre of

Excellence.  This initiative is an outcome of the Provincial Roadmap to Wellness

strategy and is an exciting development for our service sector creating a standard

set of provincial data definitions and elements for MH&As that will ensure that

collection of data across the sector and lifespan is standardized,  It will also create

a MH&As data repository with secure linking of data so that information can be

collected and shared among service providers and between care setting, provide

real-time access to a full range of digital health records for clients and providers

and allow advanced data analytics and reporting.
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In Memory

Crossroads staff and clients continued to experience tragic losses to

addiction over the past year.   in memory of the ones we lost, we

respect their courage and struggles.  We remember their joy and

laughter, the lessons they taught us and the handprints they left on

our hearts.  We are honoured to have been part of their journey.   We

remember their lives in recovery, struggles,  accomplishments, and the

loved ones they left behind.
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In the midst of winter, I finally
learned that there was in me an

invincible summer.
 

Albert Camus



139
182 

Services

9687

57
1

81

601
= 10

Applications Received

Unique People 
Served

Actual Number of 
People Served

Women

Transgender

Men

Residency Days
 

*17 average waiting period for admission
(days)

*based on readiness for admission and
availability of an isolation room at
Crossroads

Represents 98%
capacity for our
program to safely
provide residential
services following
all pandemic
protocols
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Ontario Perception of Care (OPOC)

100%
said the wait time for

services was reasonable
for me

Other areas of excellence

Staff believed I could change and grow

I was given private space when discussing personal
issues with staff

I had a good understanding of my treatment
services and support plan

I was treated with respect by program staff

Areas for Improvement:
There could be more activities, gym, work out equipment, recreation activities
improved upon

If I had a serious concern, I would know how to make a formal complaint

Better communications among staff; have all staff notified about a subject; staff
often had a lot of different/various answers about information

Longer groups as sometimes great topics/discussions but time fell short

The layout of the facility was suitable for visits with my family and friends (i.e. privacy,
comfort level)

C
o
m
m
e
n
t
s Grateful for everyone at Crossroads; could not have done it without them

Crossroads helped me get clean, feel safe, gave me support, and a reason to
live again

Lots of good engaged groups

Staff was helpful, compassionate, experienced, loyal, trustworthy, caring

Very safe place for me and my path of recovery

Recovery Facilitator was very professional; went above and beyond,
always there, caring

Very great job of accommodating for my special needs 

We heard you!
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Recovery Journey 

I spent 34 years in active addiction. 
In that process... I lost it all. 
My health, career, family, possessions, hope, and my life... almost. 
I was in darkness. 
After the drugs and alcohol stopped working, the only thing that I thought would
bring me relief, was dying.
The thing is, I didn't really want to die, I was trying to kill something that was
inside me. 
Something that I had been trying to unsuccessfully kill and numb out by using
substances. 
My first step to discover that thing, was to excavate the emotional pain I was
feeling, and had long been trying to bury. 
This was done in treatment.
Then... I needed to heal and find a way to live the rest of my life clean and sober. 
This is where Crossroads was a lifesaver. 
I first came to this safe oasis in August of 2018. 
I came in broken, in emotional and physical withdrawals, with little to no ability
in terms of positive life skills. 
Up to that point, my life was centered on destruction. 
Crossroads was about construction. 
Rebuilding. Rebirth, Renaissance. 
Without Crossroads, I don't know where I would be today. 
Crossroads allowed me to connect to a 12 step fellowship, and other lost souls
trying to find their way in a brave new world of recovery. 
At Crossroads I connected. 
To the people. 
The Programming. 
The world. 
All within the confines of a safe space. 
I lived here for 8 months. 
If not for Crossroads, I cannot begin to count how many times a relapse felt
imminent. 
My journey from Crossroads took me to another safe recovery space. 
As I got my legs, and grew in my recovery, I spent the next couple of years in a
sober living apartment. 
The transition there was facilitated by my R.F. at Crossroads. 
From there, I became very involved in one of the 12 step fellowships, that
Crossroads introduced me to. 
I have since moved out of that apartment building.
I am living a program of recovery, 
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"When I started counting my blessings, 
my whole life turned around."

 
Willie Nelson

and.... I am back at Crossroads. 
This time... as staff. 
I am an Addictions Worker.
I have come full circle, and Crossroads has now given me the opportunity to
give back the gifts of recovery, that were so generously shared with me. 
Again... Crossroads is strengthening my recovery. 
I will be 4 years clean and sober on August 1st. 
I could not make that claim without the help of Crossroads. 
They helped me save my own life, 
How can I even begin to thank them for such a precious gift?

Thank You. 

Mark
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M I I GWETCH
 

TH ANK YOU
 

MERC I
 

www.crossroadscentre.ca                    
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